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Bivaiiate distributions, subject to a condition of <f>2 boundedness to be
defined later, can be written in a canonical form. Sarmanov [4] used such a
form to deduce that two random variables are independent if and only if the
maximal correlation of any square summable function, f (a^), of the first
variable with any square summable function, fj(x2), of the second variable
is zero. This is equivalent to the condition that the canonical correlations are
all zero. The theorem of Sarmanov [4] was proved without any restriction
in Lancaster [2] and the proof is now extended to an arbitrary number of
dimensions.

Notational. Let x1, x2, • • •, xn be a set of n random variables with joint
probability function, P(A), and product probability function, P*(A),
defined by

(1) P(A) ^ P(AM) = P(xx « A ^ \ x2 e A " * , • • • , * „ € A^)

(2) P*(A) = P*(AM) = IT P(*, « A^).

The affixes {j} and {i,} are to be interpreted as 12 • • • n and ixi2 • • • in. We
shall write sums and integrals using the integral sign and dP or dP* as the
case may be. Real orthonormalised functions can be defined on the distribu-
tion of each xt and will be denoted by x^, i} ^ 0; xf* = 1. The expectation
of a product JJ^ a;]*'' on the joint distribution such that at least two super-
scripts ij are not zero will be called a generalised coefficient of correlation
and written p^'\ These coefficients may not be less than unity in absolute
value. If precisely two of the i} are non-zero for any such coefficient, it be-
comes an ordinary coefficient of correlation. In the enunciation of the
theorems below a mention is made of complete sets. This will only be
appropriate for marginal distributions with an infinite number of points of
increase. It is to be understood if there are only a finite number of such points
that the complete set is to be replaced by an orthonormal set forming a
basis, namely one consisting of unity and «,- — 1 orthonormal functions and
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the notation is to be taken as modified accordingly. It is convenient to give
two theorems, the first of which is a special case of the second. Two lemmas
are first proved.

LEMMA 1. / / the random variables, xx, x2,- • -, xn, do not form a mutually
independent set, then step functions, Xx, X2, • • •, Xn, everywhere finite and
normalised to have zero mean and unit variance on the appropriate marginal
distributions, can be found such that at least one of the products of the X( taken
two or more at a time has non-zero expectation.

PROOF. Let normalised step functions having only two values be defined
as follows on each of the marginal distributions of the form,

(3) X(x) = -^{P(xeA™)\P{xcA™)} for x e A™

= +-V'{P(x e AW)IP{x e AW)} for xeA™

where P(A™) + P(A™) = 1, A™ and yl<2» are mutually exclusive sets,
neither P(AW) being nulJ. X is normalised on the distribution of x as well
as on its own two-point distribution.

Let it now be supposed that the xs do not form a mutually independent
set. Then there exists at least one division of each of the marginal distribu-
tions into two proper mutually exclusive sets so that the P(A) = P(A^il))
of (1) is not equal to P*(A) of (2) for some set{t,}. The superscripts ij take
values, 1 and 2. Now let us define a set of variables Xt = Xj{xs) correspond-
ing to this partition and consider the joint distribution of the {Xt). These
new variables do not form a mutually independent set and the probability
distribution is defined on 2" points. The product set of functions {1, Xx}
X {1, X2} X • • • X {1, Xn} are all mutually orthogonal and indeed
orthonormal on P* and form an orthonormal basis for finite functions on
the partition of P* into 2n sets of positive probability. In particular, the
ratio, Q = @({X,}), of the measures assigned to the 2" "quadrants" by P
and P* by making the transformation, {x}} -> {Xj}, is finite and can be
expressed as a linear form in the elements of the orthonormal basis. The
coefficients of the elements in this linear form will be equal to J" QX^X^- • •
X'n*dP*, which is equal to / X^X% • • • X\?dP, since on P and P*, @ is a step
function constant over any given "quadrant" and so is the product,
X^X\' • • • Xipij = Oor l.The coefficient of the constant term is unity and all
the other coefficients cannot vanish since if they did the P-measure
assigned to each quadrant would be P*-measure. This would consti-
tute a contradiction since the hypothesis given assumes that the prob-
ability function P(A) does not factorise for this particular partition.
The coefficient of Xx, X2, • • • Xn taken singly in the linear form are
all zero.
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LEMMA 2. Ifx1, x2, • • •, xkform a mutually independent set, then a product
of orthonormal functions, XXX2 • • • Xk, can be approximated in quadratic
mean arbitrarily closely by expressions of the form, S1S2 • • • Sk, where

(4) S, = f«<-'Vi>, ; = 1,2, - , A

The proof is by induction. Given that the lemma is true for (ft — 1), Slt S2,
• • •, Sk can be chosen such that, for arbitrary e, E (Xx • • • Xk_1 — Sx • • • 5t_1)2

^ e2/4 and also E(Xk — Sk)
2 ̂  e2/4. Then, since for real numbers,

(a + b)2 ^ 2(a2 + b2),

(5) (X1Xl •••Xk- S.S, • • • Sk)
2 < 2[{X, • • • Xk_l(Xt - Sk)Y

+ {S.iX.X, • • • Xk_t - SXS2 • • • S H )} ' ] .

Taking expectations, we find that the expectation on the left of (5) is not
greater than s2, for the independence of the k variables enables the expecta-
tions of the two expressions on the right to be evaluated as products of
expectations. Further E(Sl) ^ E(X2

k) = 1.

THEOREM 1. Let {x^} and {x2*^} be complete orthonormal sets on the
marginal distributions of two random variables, which have a joint probability
measure, P = P(x1, x2), and let x<0) = x2

0) = 1. Then a necessary and suffi-
cient condition for the independence of x1 and x2 is that every coefficient of
correlation, pt,. = J x^ x2

f>idP, should be zero for every ix > 0, i2 > 0.

PROOF. The necessity is obvious.

(6) fz^x^dPfa, xt) = jx^dPixjjx^dPixJ = 0.

Sufficiency. By Lemma 1, we have at least one pair of orthonormalised
step functions, Xt and X2, such that

(7) 0^p

By taking finite numbers of terms in the expansions, Sx and S2, the expec-
tations of (Xt — St)

2 and (X2 — S2)
2 can both be made less than s2 on their

respective marginal distributions and hence with respect to the P-measure.
The identity holds,

(8) X,X2 = XX(X% - St) + X1(X1 - Sx) - (X, - S,)(X2 - SJ-S&.

Integrating with respect to P-measure, it follows that

(9) p ̂  2s + e2,

since by an application of the Schwarz inequality the first two terms on the
right are each less than s and the third is less than e2. The fourth term is
identically zero, e can be made arbitrarily small and so (9) is a contradiction.
x1 is independent of x2 if all the correlations vanish.
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THEOREM 2. The random variables {Xj} are mutually independent if and
only if the generalised coefficients of correlation, p^l'\ corresponding to complete
sets of orthonormal functions, are all zero.

PROOF. The necessity is evident as in Theorem 1. For the sufficiency,
it is impossible that any product of the form, X{Xj, i ^ j should have a
non-zero expectation by Theorem 1. Let us now suppose the theorem true
for sets of k variables and prove it true for a set of k + 1 variables, 2 5j k < n.
Without loss of generality, we take the variables to be xx, x2, • • •, xk. Let
us suppose that xx, x2, • • •, xk+1 do not form a mutually independent set.
By Lemma 2 at least one product of the form XhX^ • • • can be found which
has a non-zero expectation. This can only be X1X2 • • • Xk+1 since any such
product with less than k -\- \ factors would have been zero. But now as
before we can consider the identity

(X1X2 • • • Xh)Xk+1

(10) = Xjfc+1(.X'1.X2 • • • Xk — Sj^Sz • • • Sk) + XtX2 • • • Xk(Xk+1—Sk+1)

\X]c+i -^t+i) (^-1-^2' ' ' Xk 5 1 S 2 • • • Sk) — S1S2 • • • Sk+1

and there follows

(11) 0 ^ EiX^ • • • Xk+1) <2e + e*

and a contradiction has been reached. The vanishing of the generalised
coefficients of correlation ensure the independence of the marginal variables
taken in pairs, then in threes, fours, • • •, and finally in a set of n. They form
a completely independent set.

COROLLARY. A necessary and sufficient condition for independence of two
variables, x and y, is that the maximum correlation between any two functions
£(x) and t](y) should be zero. (Sarmanov [4]).

PROOF. The necessity is obvious. The sufficiency follows as in Theorem 1
by noting that E{£(x)r)(y)} = 0 forces all the pu = E(x[i)xli)) to be zero
since otherwise £(x) and r](y) would not have maximal correlation.

EXAMPLE. Let « = 2 and let the marginal distributions of the variables,
x and y, be uniform in the interval, — 1 to + 1 . Define complete orthonormal
sets of functions of the form x(i) = Pi(x)-y/(2i -j- 1), where P^x) is the
Legendre polynomial of degree, i. Let

(12) f(x, y) = J ( l + a n z < i y i > + anx™y™+anx™y™ + azlx™y™ + • • • ) ,

where

(13) 2i+i~1(i + j — l)\ait\ ^ |[max. xM max. y^Jl'1

Then f(x, y) is never negative over the ranges of its marginal variables and
is thus a probability density function with the required marginal densities.
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Further E(x(i)y(i)) = ati andx andy are independent only if all the ait vanish.
Theorem 1 evidently requires that each of the members of a complete set on
the first distribution is uncorrelated with each of the members of a complete
set on the second distribution. This example can be extended to show that the
orthonormal sets chosen must be complete in the enunciation of Theorem 2.

Much has been written on the relation between independence and zero
correlation but it appears that these theorems are more general than any
previously proved. They are more general than that of Sarmanov [4] be-
cause they hold for several dimensions and avoid making the bounded <j>2

restriction namely that dPjdP*, the Radon-Nikodym derivative of P with
regard to P*, is square summable on P*. The probability function in multi-
variate <f>2 bounded distributions can be written as a product of the marginal
probabilities by a series in products of orthonormal functions, in which the
coefficient of each product is simply its expectation. Such expansions are
given in Lancaster [1] and [3]. Dependencies in multivariate distributions
are classified in Lancaster [3] by the vanishing of various classes of the gen-
eralised correlation coefficients.

It is evident from these papers that the ordinary Pearson %2 chooses the
indicator variables on the marginal distributions as the set of functions to
be normalised. However, the method can be generalised to use, for example,
the Hermite-Chebyshev polynomials in the joint normal case. The %2 in
either of these cases tests whether the sum of the squares of the generalised
coefficients of correlation can be all considered to be zero.
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CORRECTIONS
to H. O. Lancaster: "On tests of independence in several dimensions". This Journ. 1 (1960),

241-254.
At the top of page 244, equation (3) should read

0) #»,+ #2. + #. + 4>xvl = P
The statement in the lines following (3) that "each p is less in absolute value than unity"

is not universally true.
In the statement of Theorem 8, an integral sign has been omitted after "expression".
In (18) for ± read - .
On page 253, in lines 14 and 15 in place of "Ni times square roots of the ^J , ^J2and^5s",

read "N+*,, Ntf. and JVrfJ,".
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